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And Then the Lights Are Taken Down

She unulugged the cord of the vacuum cleaner and wound it into a
coil, wrapuing it in loops between her hand and elbow.
quiet without the loud whir of the vacuum.

The room seemed

She tucked the cord under the

handle and pulled the cleaner bv the hose across the floor and to the
kitchen closet.

The living room rug, a faded turauoise, vTas cleared of

uine needles, clean, exceut for one or t\-ro strav silver icicles that had
escaped the vacuum cleaner, or had been avoided on purpose.
ivory curtains, the windows clear.
and open.

Beige walls,

The room was light from the sun.

Light

Only last night it was filled with decorations, warm, lit onlv bv

the tree lights, makinp; reflections in the mirror and on the windovrs, soft
patches of color in the dark night.

quiet.

It was nuiet now ., but something

was missing----maybe the nusic, maybe the decorations, the scent of uine.
Christmas vTas over.
Someone pushed open the front door and stamped their feet to get the
sno1r off and she jumped, startled, and quickly started movinp; around the
room, dusting.

It ivas Jack.

He held the door ouen, "Come on, 11 and the dog

bounded in, a rush of cold air vri th him.

"Mornin 1 ! ., he said.

"Lunch

ready'?"
"Hi,n she said.

11

As soon as I e;o heat it up.

How's the

weather out? ''

She finished dusting and walked over to the doorway, the slow, familiar uace,
the way it always sounded when she 1•ralked across the linoleum of the dining
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room floor.

She smiled and gave him a hug, poking him in the ribs, and he

took his cigar out of his mouth to give her a kiss.
lumberjack or a skier in his .i acket and hat.
and his nose was cold.

He looked like a

His glasses ¥rere fogged up

They stood there for a minute, her arms stretched

around his 't-raist, his arm around her shoulders, not talking.
doesn't it?" he said.

11

Yeah.

11

Looks bare,

Hasn't been this clean in a month.

the kids would never nick un their stuff."

I thought

It 1.-as quiet again for a vhile,

and then Jack leaned over to butt his ci gar in an ashtray, she let go reluctantly, and went out to the kitchen.

She turned on the stove and he took

off his .jacket and boots, and put his hat and gloves on the stand by the
ashtray.

He w·ent into the bathroom to wash un.

The house was ouiet.

You

could hear the bubbling of the stew and the water running in the bathroom
sink.

After a fe-vr minutes he came out to the kitchen and sat do;m.

poured the tea water, steam
eat.

comin~ u~

out of the cups, and then sat down to

The dog laid curled up under the table by their feet.

slowly.

He read the ne¥rspaper.

She

Thev ate quietly,

She thought of going to the record plaver

and putting some music on, but it wouldn't be Christmas carols, and somehow
she gave up the idea.

All week they had eaten dinner by candlelight--the

red candle in the middle of the centerpiece with the elves.

But the center-

piece vas put away now, upstairs in the attic in one of the big cardboard
boxes stacked against the wall.

The turkey was all gone, Picked clean to

the bone, and she had to go to the store to get something for supper.

Thev

finished lunch and he got up from the table and went outside again, and she
was left to clear the table.
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'Every time I turn around there are more dirty

dishes." . She rinsed them, nut them in the dishwasher, and ¥Tined off the
ta9le.

She put a load of clothes in the washing machine, and sat down to

make a grocery list.

They needed more things than she had expected, and she

j

I'
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hoped the checking account would hold out until next pay day.
back to work--it had been .a big Christmas.

Time to

~et

Her back ached just to tbink

about those lorig hours in shopping plazas finishing up the last-mi.nute shop- .
ping.

But . the children Is races, everyone v s, . and the beautiful dav it had

been--the house full of laughter and music and people.

Grandchildren al-

ways underfoot, piles of torn wrapping paper and curly ·ribbon on the floor,
used flashcubes in all of the ashtrays, cocktail glasses half-filled with
melted ice and beads of water. on the outside that left rings scattered on
tables and stands.

It had taken a 1veek to clean up, and nmv it >vas done.

She checked the cupboards to see if she had forgotten to put anvthing on
the list,. clipped the coupons from the paper--remembered at the last minute-put her jacket and boots on, . got her pocketbook, took one last glance to
make sure she hadn't forgotten anything, and went out the door, pulling it
shut tight behind her.

The sound of the door closing echoed through

house, and then it was quiet.

th~

The dog moaned and rolled over, changing

position in his bed in the corner of the kitchen.
The air was cold outside--her .breath made little clouds in the air each
time she exhaled.

The car was cold and wouldn't start without stalling.

She kept trying, and finally it warmed un and she drove out of the driveway
and down the street.

*

*

*

*

*

Inside, the store was ·busv--peonle standing in line behind their carts
waiting to check-out, cash ·registers punching and totaling and ringing,
bags snapping open with a shake, the crumpling sound of people c,losing the
tops of their own bags, bells and shouts for help from the cashiers to the
stockboys, · hand-size metal price markers stamping blue-ink nrices on cans, .
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people talking.

She nulled a cart out from the rm• pushed together by the

window, the little metal seat dropping open with a bang.

She pushed the

cart up and down the aisles, (the slow, familiar nace, like walkin~ across
the linoleum of the dining room floor), past the fresh vegetables displayed
on counters, under long tubular fluorescent

li~hts,

shining on the tight

Saran Hrap, past the fruit, arranged on a table covered with fake green
grass, the bananas hanging on a "tree", the polished glass bottles and ,jars
of mayonnaise, ketchup, salad dressing, four brands of dill nickles.
cart started to fill up, gradually.

The

Look at the shelf, reach over, pick

the one that looks best, bend over, set it down in the cart, check it off
the list.

Oh not macaroni, she didntt feel like it .

bags were on the list too.

A can of coffee, tea

The cookies were tempting . . . ,but no .

She got

a box of a special kind of cereal for the kids, they would be hapny--the
kind that is pre-sweetened and all different colors.
they could stand junk like that.

She didn't know how

Some boy, he had a long }ohite bib apron

on and a black bm• tie, was stacking the paper products and the aisle was
full of boxes.

She could barely squeeze her cart around him.

have any lunch bags?"
weeks. :;

11

"No ma'am."

"I haven't been able t9 find any for

Yeah, we haven't gotten any in in awhile."

just have to buy their lunch."
looked at her list.

"Yes ma'am . "

The ice cream was almost all gone.

want.

None of the meat looked any good.

they would.

Dog food.

She

Oh they told

Jesus, you 1 d think he w·as one of the

kids.

too appetizing.

"'Hell I guess they'll

Kleenex, paper towels.

Laundry soap again already?

her to get that kind that's on TV.

"Don't vou

Oh I don't know what kind thev
Junk.

Never have anv decent meat.

All fat and bones.

Not

For what you pay, you'd think

She wished Kate hadn't gone ice-skating with her friends, she

could have helped her decide what to get.

She missed her not coming to the

'

_,.
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store.

Used to be every Saturday they'd go after groceries.

was getting older and had other interests.

Hell, she

Pretty soon she would be mo-

ving away like the older kids and Tricia would be the only one left.
she couldn't tear rwrself aw!i;r from the
store and help.

rry

And

long enough to come to the

She picked up a package of chicken legs.

One probablv

wouldn't be enough--she grabbed another one and tossed them both into the
cart.

They landed on top of the bread and squashed it down, but she didn't

move them.

She looked at her list--everything was crossed off except for

shampoo and Tricia's vitamins--she had to go to the drugstore for them.
wait--they needed sugar.

The can was almost emnty at lunch.

cart around and went back down the aisle toward the sugar.

Oh

She turned the
Everyone else

was going in the opposite direction--coming towards her, and she had to
squeeze in between and around them, switching from side to side.

Thev

looked at her like she was driving on the wrong side of the road or something.

Sugar.

stand it.

Three dollars!!

Used to be 59 cents.

She hated to get it, but they needed it.

Doesn't seem worth it.

No wonder we're broke.

The wheels of the cart .squeaked a little.
as well get some anyhow.

She didn't underJesus, three dollars.

She went on down the aisle.

She went by the macaroni--might

She tossed a box into the cart.

It made a muted

sound as it landed on the bag of dog food--hard macaroni noodles hitting
the cardboard all at once and sliding to one end, leaving an empty snace by
the small clear plastic wrap window.

*

*

Mueller's.

*

*

The stock boy--the same one from the paper

*
products aisle, one of the

Anderson boys, she thought, she hardly knew any of the high school kids
anymore since Katie and Dan graduated--crawled back out of the back seat

·, "'~· ... ~., "'
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after he found room to squeeze the last bag in, shut the back door, and said
thank-you ma'am and pushed the cart back across the parking lot.
tled and the little metal seat banged against the front side.
in the wind, hanging down below his ,jacket.
shut.

How was she going to tell Jack?

half of it back.
in her head.

The list ivas so long.

She wouldn't

l~t

His apron blew

She got in and pulled the door

It was so much.

She should go take

Guess she should have added it uu

him see the receipt.

But the checkbook • . .

She sat there for a minute;, arid then started the car.
on, the defroster and the ..heat c.

It rat-

The radio ca."!le

She headed tmvard the drugstore.

1>1'ell may-

be it wasn't so had after alL · It · didn't seem like· there were · too many things
back. there in the bags.

And' they did need ·everything that was on the list.

The list had been so long;
on the lists costs money.

Lists.

There are always .lists.

And everything

taken them so long to decide what to get Danny for Christmas.
hard to choose for.
the wedding.

It· had

But there is never enough ·money.

He was so

They should get him something to help get ready for

But they wanted to get him something more uersonal.

Long

days in shopping plazas, aching back, resting on hard benches around a
fountain in a mall, finally going back to the car and finding it dark and
dusky outside already, the sun setting so soon, (the artificial light inside seemed timeless), a light snow falling and sparkling under the purple
light of the fluorescent lamps in the uarking lot, the car cold but finally
warming up on the way home, dark, quiet, sleepy.

~ihen

they got home they

all hid their packages under their beds and in their closets and drawers.
They turned
tree outside.

on the Christmas tree 'lights, no others, and the ones on the
The soft colored lights in the dark room, reflecting in the

icicles and windows, in the mirror and on the blank TV screen.
;

'

On. the tree

.,,-·
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. outside the lights were covered with mounds of snow.
color.

Soft blurs of

Quiet.

Suddenly she heard a horn blowing and jerked her head around instinctively tovrards the noise.

My God! there was a car coming right at her

through the intersection.

The front of the car speeding towards her on

the right.

She stepped on the gas and held her breath.

She looked back

at the intersection in her rear-view mirror, and saw that it was clear now,
the other car already across the intersection and heading down the opposite
street.

She slowed down and refocused her attention on the street ahead,

sighed,her heart still beating fast and loudly . . Hhy did he do that?
certainly was going fast enough through that intersection.
green on my side, I didn't do anything wrong.
green.

I would have seen it if it wasn't.

right at her from the right.

Did I?

The light was

It must have been

The front of that

It was green.

He

.~coming

Wasn't it?

She tried to put it out of her mind--things like that happen all the
time.

To everyone.

She tried to concentrate more on the road.

She saw

the sign for the drugstore up ahead, and there was a space right in front
to park in--no, she would go to the parking lot across the street.

*

*

*

*

*

So why did it always take so long to get waited on here?
like she had to ask for anything special.
off the shelves, and went
clerk in the whole.

UP

It wasn't

She got the things . she wanted

to the cash register to pay for them.

One

He was looking for some kind of camera film for some

kid who couldn't remember the number but knew it vrhen he saw it.

They

used to run up at you as soon as you walked in the door, asking if they
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could help you and following you all over the store--so you couldn't have
any privacy.

And those big mirrors to catch shoplifters.

"Hi Helen!u

Oh--.

It was Dusty, another waitress from the re:;;taurant.

"All ready to come back to work Monday?"
you wouldn't believe it.

"\-Jell, I--"

"He've been so busy,

And of course that goddamn Ada doesn't do any-

thing but stand behind the bar and yell at us."
couple of new girls in.

I don't know •

"Yeah, I--"

Somebody else to break in.

"Anything else, Helen?"
three dollarseven then."

"She got a

Jesus."

"No thanks, Fred, just these."

"That'llbe

He put the shampoo and vitamins, and a little

calendar for the new year in a bag, and handed it to her.

He rang the

money up on the cash register, and put the bills in one of the spaces,.
held down by a weighted metal clin.

Behind him were shelves, stacked with

camera film, all kinds, a little out of order now, and pipe tobacco, cans
and pouches, like her father used to

"D,i 'you have a nice Christmas?"

"F.mm?

She rolled the top of the bag

Oh, yes," she smiled., "real nice."

down, and stopped to look at a display of half-price greeting cards and
wrapping naper on the way out.
familiar pace.

"Bye Dusty.

Then she walked out the door1.rav, that slow,

See you

~.1onday."

"Bye Helen."

I t was snowing outside--big, thick snowflakes.

I t was getting dark--

almost suppertime.

White snowflakes in the purple sky.

It was very still

and quiet outside.

The decorations on the street lights, half-fallen down,

swayed in the wind.

*

*

*

*

On the way home, she passed the restaurant.
of cars.

Oh well.

*
The parking lot was full

It had been a nice little vacation.

She would have

to wash out some uniforms tomorrow and polish her shoes to get

read~r

for

lj
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Monday.

It seemed like so long, she'd probably forgotten all the prices

of things.
coffee?

Oh the backaches and tired feet.

Can we have some more

Can you bring us some more rolls when you get a chance?

the special today?
for this Helen?

How about a refill, Helen?

~fuat's

How do you make the sauce

So Edna bleached her hair again?

Helen, I don't know

what to do--I can't really leave the kids, but I can't stay with him any
longer.

Oh come on Helen, have a drink with Dusty and me.

what do you recommend?

Goddamn twenty cent tin.

Hell, honey,

Hey smiley, what's the

matter with you today?
She got to the house and pulled into the driveway.

She put the small

bag from the drugstore on top of one of the grocerv bags, it was a heavy
one, grabbed the six-pack of Coke, and carried them to the house, cutting
across the yard from the driveway to the porch steps.
deeper.

The snow was

~etting

The bag was heavy enough that she had to carry it in both arms, but

managed to turn the doorknob with her right hand as she leaned the sixpack up against the door-casing, holding it with her knee.
a kick, (it stuck in the winter), and it opened.
Everyone was in the living room watching TV.

She gave the door

Her glasses fogged up.

Jack was asleep on the couch.

"I don't suppose anyone >-rould like to help carry the groceries in?"
one answered.
table.

She went to the kitchen and set the bag and six-pack on the

She turned the kitchen light on.

with the groceries?"
not wanting to get up.
latched.

No

"Yeah

II

ni said can somebody helP me

Dan answered slowly.

He sat there,

She went back outside, leaving the storm door un-

She walked briskly across the yard, the familiar nace, left,

right, her arms swinging alternately, but hard and forced.

She let out a

harsh sigh and muttered somet.hing, her broat.h making clouds of vapor in
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the air.

The back door of the car was still open.

She grabbed a bag by

the top and ' turned around to start back to the house and it ripped, cans
and jello boxes and egg cartons falling into the snow, the whole bottom
of the bag falling out.
across the snow.

"Aw, Christ!" she yelled and she kicked a can

"Aughl" she :pounded her fist on the roof of the car, and

then stayed there, her head

restin~

There was a lump in her throat.

on her arms,

leanin~

against the car.

Tears welled up in her eyes.

She just

stood there· for awhile, silent, staring, at nothing, at the ground, blurred
by the tears, standing in the snow, in the night, waiting.

Then she felt

conscious of it, of being out there alone, leaning against the roof of
the car, groceries all over the ground--and she stood up straight, her
eyes cleared, and she picked up the fallen cans and boxes and put them in
the other bags, where there was a little room left on top of the other
things.

She started back towards the house.

carry the bags in.

Dan was coming out to help

"I'll get the rest," he said, and she passed him, not

answering, and went inside.

The house was warm.

She set the bag down on

the table, took off her coat and boots, blew her nose, and started to put
the food away.

Maybe they would have those new frozen vegetables--what

were they, New England style or something--with some pork chops.

Jack

told Tricia to go help put groceries .away, and he followed her out to the
kitchen to see if there were any goodies.
nuts and took one out to eat.
box.

He found a bag of glazed dough-

Helen took the bag and put it in the bread-

"Those are supposed to be for your breakfast, you know," she said

and she gave him a little kiss, getting pieces of glazed sugar on her lips.
"I'm not going back to the store for a month.

It costs too much money.

We might have to eat soup for a week, but I'm not going back."

"That'll

11

be good for my diet, I guess," Jack said, after another bite of his doughnut.

"Hhy don't we make it two weeks?"

"You're the boss.
easier."

"He'll see.

But I'm serious."

i-le '11 both get back to work Monday, then it will be

"Yeah."

Someone came in the front door--it was Dan, with the last bag of
groceries, and Katie, with her ice-skates over her shoulder.
the bag out to the table, and set it down.
found this out in the middle of the

Dan brought

He had .a can in his hand.

yard~-you

11

I

must have dropped it on the

way in."
She finished putting the groceries away, wiped the table off, and
mopped up the floor between the kitchen and the front door where everyone
had tracked snow in with their boots.

She found a piece of ribbon under

the chair by the door, picked it up, and dropped it into the basket.
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no more junk-man poet
strolling thru back page tank lots
grabbing old scrap words and lines
no more rusted tired garbage
polished twenty times from new
put together torn apart
no more tarnished green emotions
recycled melted down and shaped again
drawn out hammered over
no more midnight salvage runs
searching for the pieces to fasten on
and make that treadmill run once more
said too many times
"a little work & she'll go again 11
Gary Goodemote
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Summer
time slides, dripping out days
sucking the lemon sun until it dries and crumbles
ice cre~m, sticky glue on lips, tongue .

Sledding
Laughing eyes wrapped in wool
rough rope warming numb hands
the slap of flesh on wood
slurs of steel slicing snow .

Tom Coon
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The Car Accident
ifuen the dust cleared,
I said,

11

Snock

are we in a ditch?"
"This is true," he said

"This is true. "

Randy Taylor

John H. Nuthall

The Homecoming

"Hell, your brother done your whole family proud," Parsons said as
he settled dovm into his chair on the porch of the store.
Craig sat down in a chair slightly behind and to the side of Parsons,
and looked around him.
is it he sold
"Proud.

11

I remember when this store was Setlock's.

How

"
Proud as hell we were, 11 Parsons cutting in and over Craig,

the old man's hand slightly quivering against the arm of the chair as he
spoke.

Craig was about to speak again.

"I can see the damn candle burning

away in my own mind, I can see it, clear as day, burning down to the table,
burning into its own nuddle of v1ax, smoke curling up. against the ceiling."
Craig eased himself back around in the chair.
"Maybe," .the old man continued, nodding his head _as he spoke, "maybe
the flame almost flickered," nodding some more, "flickered a little as he
opened the door to leave."
open to speak.

The old man paused again,

holdin~S

his mouth

"I remember little drops of water trickling out of the hub

of the vragon •rheel each time the wagon rocked.
me give them a hand, or at least I tried to.
told me, 'don't go killing yourself.'

Oh, I forced them to let
'Parsons, ' the ne•r minister

But ·I wanted to help.

Urn-huh,"

and

he reached out and touched Craig's knee with one long finger, but without
turning his head to see Craig.

"Oh they were ,just thinking of me; being

old they just didn't want to see me .hurt myself," and Craig was staring at
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that finger on his leg.

"I tried to help Brady steady the coffin as the

rest slid it off of the wagon but I could tell he wasn't giving me any
weight.

And what a time they had, them six trying to carry it uu to the

top of the knoll, their boots slipping on the slick grass, and me trying to
walk behind .slipping too.

The new minister had been kneeling beside the

grave, .just looking over the edge with a bunch of flowers at his knee and
holding a prayerbook in his hand.
of dirt in.

As I got close I saw him toss a hunk

'It's lonely down there,' I told him.

The old man sat still for a moment then slowly withdrew his finger
· from Craig's leg, and Craig could see over the old man's shoulder as a kid
ran past the side of the store, scrambled across the street and sidewalk
and tried to jump a hedge across a yard; he caught his back leg, spun and
fell, hit the ground and rolled, then got up again.

Craig vrai ted for the

old man to talk, and he watched as more and more peoule headed in toward
home for dinner.
Craig cleared his throat.

"'fuy didn't my mother wait for me?"

Parsons picked his head up and squinted at the ash pile across the
way.

The store was at the end of Main Street.

The street is no longer a

real street there but an apron that opens out into three county roads.
"That vras 1i ttle Billy's church, 11 the old man motioning with his head as
he spoke.
it."

"People leaving it all there until they can decide what to do with

There were charred sections of pews still left and window frames

that stuck up from the pile, and almost whole chairs that were ringed
around the heap.
w~s

Everything looked to be made of black powdered dust that

fine and dry and would crumble if touched.
"You know," the old man spoke again, Craig having to take his eyes
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off the ruins.

nThe new one will be harder to build then the last," the

old man nodding again.
"What's that?" · Craig leaned forward.
"1-lon 't have Billy around to drive those workers, nobody who wants to
put up with problems, nobody to work sixty hours.
to work a little harder.

I guess ••e '11 all have

I remember the day Billy thought they switched

the lumber on him, taking his good elm and giving him

g~een

·he told that foreman, 'vou ever built with green wood?'

wood.

'Mister,'

Imagine little

Billy standing up to that big hairv guv, saying right eye to eye, not
shaking, not scared a bit, 'Mister a building made of green wood is something to see.

\tlhen it drys it kinda twists around.

joices begin to pull apart.'

Doors won't open,

That Billy made that guy bring the elm back.

Only fair, cause it had been cut right off the property.

He shmred that

guy, though he did hit him .
A smile crept across Craig's face.
"Hit Billy right square in the face.

"Billy hit him? 11
Billy w·as standing there talking

and the next thing we knew that guy smacked him, broke Billy's nose right
then . . . "

Parsons' voice beginning to drift a little.

"

a minister . . . \tlhy that big guy was twice Billy's size.

. hitting
And he was

leaning over Billy, twisting Billy's shirt around his·fist to pick him
up and hit him again . . . "
"He hit Billy ag . .

"

"Thank God," Parsons cut Craig off, "that Setlock had the sense to
let a shot off with that gun of his; fired right over their heads, and
then you should have seen that big guy.

Poor little Billy.

How many times

he came running up to our door on Spring St., I remember . . . there were

18
times he'd come running in and my wife would have just finished a pie and
he'd say how he couldn't ask for no pie because his mother . said it would
be impolite and spoil his appetite but that he could come over and say
hello; and my wife would stand there at the stove laughing, shaking and
shaking as she
times."

laughed~

He didn't do that once, mind you, but a hundred

The old man looked back to where the church had stood.

"You

know we heard his first sermon in that church."
Craig had to clear his throat again to speak, "I couldn't make it."
"~>Thole

town was proud of that boy," nodding, "People usually don't

want a boy from their town preaching, but that Billy was different.

It

was good to see someone build that church for us, after having to go down
the line to Glen Mawr for service.

It was nice having our own bell too."

Parsons began to squint, his face tightening up.

"'Dead' was the first

word he said in that sermon, 11 the old man tapping out each word he spoke
now with his crooked finger on the arm of the chair.
slowly mounted the pulpit.

Our own boy, Billy.

"We sat there as he

He braced himself on the

railing around the top of the pulpit and said the first word, 'Dead!' real
loud.

I swear we could see it roll over our heads.

And then he paused and

looked at us, all of us wondering what would come next, all of us watching
him holding tightly to the curly wooden trim.

My Lord that boy was great.

'Dead, was what I heard ring in my ears, ' he went on to sav, 'it was the
first word that Satan whispered in my • •

'"

Craig turned his head sharply around to the old man at the w·ord Satan.
"'It was a voice coming from no substance, a voice ashamed to let itself be seen . . . "
Craig lifted his hand, saying, "I remember when my brother had that
dream . . . 11
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"'But I knew, ' Billy went on, 'I knevr that
"He was fifteen .
"'Worms
11

'"

"

'"

\{orms was what he said the voice told him . .

II

The old man let go a breath.
"'i{orms, the voice told me, Crai g ,' he said to me, 'Herms crawling into each red round hole cut into my side as I rolled over in the dream, biting and tearing the pillow in my teeth, ripping the wooden head board up
with my nails, each wood splinter falling into the bed, ,jabbing into me as
I rolled over, each way I rolled more stuck into me, through my skin, releasing

~ore

and more worms, more and more crawling; from my side.'"

The old man let go another loud breath.
"God how he screamed! a

And Craig's eyes >vide ned.

"He said," the old man trying to cut into Craig, "He said the voice
said he was dead, that it was trying to fill his head with all kinds of
visions and horrors and tortures .

"

Craig slid back in his chair; he wasn't looking at the old man anymore.

The bright sunlight had just slipped from the ton of the trees, the

streets being empty now, sounds of the quiet clinking of china drifted
through the dark and open screen doors, voices muffled, one family was
eating out behind the house on a dark heavy wood table beneath the shade
of an elm with the mother darting between the house and the table.

Softly

Craig dropped his voice, "Billy was screaming when I found him, screaming
'Dead' at the top of his lungs, then

screamin~

'NO'; I found him twisting

that sheet around and around, pulling tigher and tighter, his one arm
pinned inside the sheet.

He was crying."
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The old man tried to fill a tobacco pipe as Craig talked, his

fin~ers

trembled as he dropped the loose strands into the bowl.
"His >rhole shirt was wet with sweat and he g;rabbed me real fast when
I touched him •

"

"Said, 'I'm not afraid of any spirit ashamed to let me see him,'" the
old man cut in.
to face.

"Billy stood there and said he would have stood Satan face

'I'm not scared,' he said."

Craig inched farther forward on his chair, ''Billy said he heard the
word 'Dead' . . . like,'' he naused, "he said like a shot fired

do~m

in the

cleft of a hill, the sound ringing up and down inside him, sounding like
the sound of his own voice. ·'
11

Um, !I Parsons said, then puffed on his pipe, ''I remember how Billy

stood there that day, with the sun twinkling throup;h the window· in the corner behind the pulpit, and I remember thinking of how nice Billv would look ..
in that light if it had only bee-n a stain glass.
church smelled, all being fresh wood and all.

I remember how fresh the

Just bare

~.1avoe

if

there had been vrash or some paint it 1v-ouldn' t have gone up like that.

I

~..rood.

suppose if the whole place had been different it never would have
The old man bent over his pipe.

happened. '~

He berr,an POking it with a burnt match,

then knocking it against the side of his chair, the tobacco falling in a
heap beside him.
dle.

He looked back up to the ruins of the church.

Did they tell vou?
"Huh? "

One candle. "

Craig looked back to him.

" One candle.

"One can-

"Oh, you told me. •:

They traced the whole fire back to a candle in the ·Of-

fice in the back of the church.

\ve didn't even have a chance to nut a

lightning rod on the ton of the church."

The old man looked back around

..
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to Craig for the first time, caught his glance as he looked about in the
air.
"It ' s gone now, old man, '' Crai 1~ said.
Parsons shifted straight around in his seat so he could see the ruins
again.

"Couldn't have been started more than ten minutes before little

Bartv came running and screamin~. ·And Billv never thought, I know he never
did, about how far away from the ·Hater and all he put that church.
store's been here for twentv Years and it never burned down.
got the chance to put up the lightning rod.
back. 11

noint fast above the bell.

Nice tower too.

Never even

It's still sitting in the

Parsons motioned with his head toward the store.

and wrapped up in paper.

The

''Still shinev

Square, the top coi!ling to a

I can remember raising that bell too.

About

ten of us pulling at that rope, straining at that rope, that bell swinging
like a little bob at the end,

rinp;in~

all the way it went,

clangin~

ringing away, and all the neonle watching us as we nulled.

and

I remember

that Billy coming over and telling me I shouldn't be pulling that bell up,
that I was going to kill myself that vray out I iust told him to let me be
and that I was pulling on thinr;s a lot heavier than that
·was born.

~ra~r

before he

Do you know that right after he "l·ras born I turned to

m~r

1d f'e

and said, 'Mary, I think I've never · seen· hair as fine as this, not even
on our own.

1

He was only trying to look out for me.

But I told him that

I had been pulling things a lot heavier than that vray before he wa s born.
And he laughed and said I was crazv as ever.

So we nulled that damn

thing up, watching it clang all the way, Billy up in the tower leaninr;
out so far I thought he'd fall over trying to swing that bell into the
tower.

It was a beautiful bell; you could hear it up and down the ridge.

T
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Shame to lose it.

I didn't know what in the world was going on when we

little Barty come screaming along, yelling 'Fire!', us rushing out there
and ,just seeing, by the time we got there, smoke curling out from the
back.

And by the time everyone was together and we went in the front doors

the windows on both sides had flames darting out of them; but still the
bucket line stayed at the doors tossing water inside, the door frame in
the back I heard you could see it ringed with fire.

We were standing

there working the line, me really straining by then, feeling mv age,
watching the bones on

~Y

hand stick out each time I took a pail, and I

was too busy feeling my pain when I heard a low moan go uu from everyone.
~ihy,

I looked up and flames were whipping up inside around the bell, slow-

ly crawling across the top of the roof, flames bursting out and going
over the point of the tower, spinning and leaping higher and higher, me
standing there having a hard time just holding my head up; the beautiful
bell we used to see halfway through the town every day now black and lost
behind the flames and the thick smoke was curling off the tower and into
a huge cloud.

And it didn't seem like a minute more when we heard the

cracking, soft at first then slowly getting louder until you swore you
could hear each charred board splintering apart, the tower beginning to
tremble, swaying slightly to one side and theri to the other, all of us
spreading back in a half circle, flames up through big holes in the church
as section after section collapsed, us spreading farther and farther away,
that tower now moaning, crying as the flames spun and licked around it,
more and more cracking, then all of a sudden it began tipping,

ti~ping

too far in one direction, and sinking down, the whole front of the church
collapsing under it, the door and front steus caving in, everything crushing
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and collapsing as the tower twisted down into the flames, crashing and
cracking down, and the bell, the poor beautiful bell clanging all the way
it fell until the crash as the whole tower hit, the flames whooshing
higher but suddenly quieter now, and then, it was then I remember, I
turned to O'Brien and asked where Billy was.

'Billy?' he said.

And

other people began realizing he was missing and I heard someone scream
that Billy was , inside, and I swear it was that precise moment we heard
more loud cracking and wood busting, and as someone yelled for Billy
we watched the sides of the church disappear in, tossing the fire out
the ends, us realizing the roof must have fell with the tower . .And then
there was a silence with only the soft crackling of the fire and the
whooshing of air into the flames; all that was going to collapse seems
to have done by then, so all we did was watch the fire, every now and then
a single board breaking and falling, knowing all along little Billy was in
there.

Poor little Billy.

the last time.

I can remember the fire coming back up for

I was standing there vrith my pail full of >-rater and sud-

denly realizing for the first time how heavy it was, so I sPilled the water out and turned it upside down and sat on it, the flames after a while
getting lower and lower.

I wanted to stay there and wait for the fire to

cool but they wouldn't let me.

Constable said he would lock me up if I

didn't go home, said he'd lock everyone up.

Oh, I gave him hell alright.

I told him that that was little Billy inside that church and I w·anted to
be with them when they dug him out.
boy into this world myself.

I said I practically brought that

I told him that it was me that took care of

him when he was sick, that there wasn't any doctors around all the time
t.hen.

But he wouldn 1 t let me, said that I had to go home and sleep, that

it would be a cold night to sleep outside.

So I said alright and I went
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but only after they all promised to come get me when they went into the
~hurch.

"I wasn't disappoipted either.

They didn't have to come get me be-

cause the fire wasn't ,..6ool enough for us to shovel through until noon,
!
and even then smoke kept sprouting up here and there, as something smothered
7

got a little air to finish burning in, the smoke swirling around us like
we were digging through Hell.

\ve

kent digging through the tangled heaps

of burnt wood, that's all little Billy's church was, tangled ashes; we
knocked down what little was left not wanting to walk under anvthing, all
the while pieces of wire and stuff :ooking me in the legs.

We kept digging,

everyone telling me to go home or to take a rest and me telling them I ·
wouldn't, digging and probing and wondering if we would ever find him at
all, and then finally finding him.
Lord it wasn't me.
alright, we all

found him?

I don't know what I'd done.

wa~ted

say he .found him.

I'm glad it wasn't me.

to find him, but

~Y

I thank the

Oh, I wanted to find him

heart sank when I heard Setlock

Do you think there was screaming and

ye~ling

when we

Sure it seemed like a race, but I was there sitting on a nile

up

of charred and broken7
but I "\vas trying.

wood, I suppose I was slow, having to rest a lot

So there I vas, coughing up black spit from so much

smoke when I heard softly' soft and flat' Setlock saying' . "Hey' II and then'
"I think I found him. 11
their work.

There was a pause as everyone slowly unbent from

The saddest thing I ever saw was the look on Setlock's face ·

as he stood there staring down, and I svTear you couldn't hear a single
heartbeat among us, as if the air itself had grown cold;
have seen that boy.

It was horrible.

Lord, you should

Setlock just stood there, then as

we began to move toward him he dropped his shovel, or it was more like it
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fell from his hand on its own, and slowly Setlock took off his shirt, the
sweat shiney across his back, and lowered it over the top half of Billy
so's when we got there all we sm• were the legs.
all twisted up.

Little Billy lying there

'Must have been pinned when the ceiling went,' Setlock

said as we all stood around the body.

So while Billy was over in the

funeral parlor, we went on digging, dug to the front to find the bell
and see if it was okay.

We had to break our way through a lot of tangled

wood to get to it, and I was right behind them when they found it, chopping with an ax, yelling 'I see it,' they cut through and cleared all
around it, the big bell blackened with the smoke, the tangled pulley
crushed up against it.

Two of them decided to roll it over to see if i t

was okay, and as they pushed, a piece almost a third of it, lay back
where they rolled it from, the edgeofthe break all jagged.
11

bell

Little Billy's

And Parson's voice just slowly trailed off, as the hand tap-

ping on the arm slowed then stopped altogether, his lips set ' firm, his
muscles tightened beneath the loose skin.

He coughed slowly, cleared his

throat, and looked around.
The sun had disappeared altogether by this time and either had set
or was about to.

And the air was cooling off a little, though sitting

so close to the store Craig could feel the heat still in the bricks behind
him.

Yet it wasn't really dark enough for the lights in the houses to come

on, or the street lamps to be lit, but the evening seemed to hover at that
moment.
Then Parsons began tapping his finger again, slow, saying softly,
:~Going

to be bigger next time

•• um-hum • • . um-hum

" turning

again to look at the ashes of the church, the deep lines cut in his face
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more set than ever.

"Going to make i t so big that Billv will see i t from

heaven," he said and began to nod his head to the tap of his finger.
Craig shifted in his chair; the. creaking slightly startling the old
man, and as Craig .saw he got Parsons' attention, he tried to sneak. "But
why did mother have to bury him the next day," and Craig leaned out forward to get in the old man's field of
head slightly away.

vision~

but the old man turned his

"I tried to get here as soon as I could," he told

him.
The old man kept staring straight ahead, his voice almost too soft
to hear, "Billy will be proud of us, he'll see it from heaven.
going to have a bell that'll wake the dead

He're

. Billy will say that he's

got friends down here that remembers him; he'll show them all in heaven,
point and say that these are his folks."
"He'll probably have more important things," and a smile crossed
Craig's face again, "that is if in he's in heaven
The old man gripped the arms of the chair.

II

"He'll be in heaven, and

everyone else there will be ,jealous of that church and those . . . "
"Oh, old man, now don't .
"Glorious sound it'll be.

II

Glorious."

Parsons' breathing getting

faster and faster.
"Never heard him

!I

"Damn good," the words came out fast and hard from the old man, "that
boy was our own and he was good

II

"Shame I never heard him," Craig cut in softer, trying to calm the
old man down.
"And that's why your mother buried him the next day.n
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Craig froze still in his chair.
"Your mother probably figured that anybody who needed to see him into
the grave was here when he died, or at least . . . '' and Parsons' tone grew
softer, the words drifting from him now, " • . . or at least near
kin

" and he exhaled, "

kin • • . "

Craig had slid back into his chair, now his jaw set, saying softly,
"He was my brother. 11
Parsons didn't move for a bit, and then he said, "Kin, 11 the word just
fell from him.
Craig still tensed, "I'm his brother.

I'm the one that had to put up

with him and live with him, live with him and that damn halo of his.n
Parsons didn't move except for a slight drop of his head, and in the
pause he spoke almost in a mumble,

n

'Billy,

1

I used to say to him, 'Billy

guess what my wife has . • • '"
"You weren't around," Craig almost shouting, "you weren't there to
have to listen to him all the time, 11 Craig now fighting to hold his voice
down, "I'm the one who had to put up with him going around the house telling
me what to do, showing me up, coming into the living room Christmas Eve
all the time to show me how to make the big star for the top of the tree
1-1hen everyone knew that was my job.

Billy, strutting around telling me not

to get dirty on Easter Sunday, the first Easter Sunday that he didn't get
dirty, and shmving me all the time how to shoot marbles . .

II

Craig's

face tightening slowly as he looked from the ashes of the church to the
old man and back.
part of this town.
the time.

"I didn't have to be part

• I didn't even want to be

All I wanted was to get away from Billy telling me all

Do you know how happy I was the day he left for the ministry?

I remember it clear as yesterday."

Craig slid back in his chair.

"I was
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sitting out in front of the house and my mother asked me if I was going
to get dressed and see him off.

I said no and she asked me why I was

always trying to break his heart.

I told her that he doesn't have one

so how could I break it, which I thought was a good answer, but I didn't
even want to say it.

I was .just so mad.

I felt awful mean sitting there.

I remember holding a piece of pine wood, a long curving stick that I
thought I might carve into a fancy walking stick," Craig's voice calmer
now, nand I remember whittling away at it real hard when they left, not
caring what I was doing, whittling away until I broke the stick.

'I

don't like feeling mean,' I said to myself then, 'but it was him that made
me mean.'

I swear I almost started crying then.

"I almost joined the army that day.

I thought I'd go off quiet and

never tell my mother; just leave her a note and never come back.

I told

myself that maybe if I made real good I'd write to her, but otherwise I
couldn't stand for her holding him up to me all the time."

The old man

was just sitting still.
"The first week was the best.
dred pounds

lighter.

I remember feeling like I vas a hun-

I walked down Evans Street and bought a whole bag

of candy, those chocolate covered taffy candies, and took the red and white
striped bag and walked over to the end of Academy Street to 'irhere the
back of the cider mill was and I sat there on the high bank of the creek
in the long grass and took my shoes off and, opened my shirt and sat there
watching·the creek turn that big wheel so slow.
got out of work.

I did all that after I

And I thought to myself how nice it was not having to

come home on time because there was no brother to remind my mother to yell
at me for being late.

And I sat there and watched the svrallows flicking

..
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around the eves of the mill; two or three would turn and speed, following
each other up the side of the mill, darting left then right.

I was even

thinking then as I sat there, that I should ask that Millicent out for a
walk, that girl my brother saw a few times.
guess."

I was feeling pretty good I

And Craig turned around and faced the store, realizing he didn't

remember standing up, looked once down at the old man, and walked back
out to the front of the porch.
"And it seemed like the next day I heard he was coming back to start
a church.

I guess I knew all along that he'd be back soon," and Craig

jumped off the porch and stood there for a moment with his hands
into his pants pockets, his. knuckles bulging under the corduroy.

ra~med

"And I

knew it was all over for me, and that the same old thing was going to start
up and there was no way I was about to stand for that.
good."

He looked up and down the street.

So I left for

!'I remember walking down Main

St., right down the middle of the street on my way to Glen Mawr to catch
the train from there.

I didn't want anyone standing around staring at

me saying they saw me leave.

I walked down the center of the street though.

I wasn't trying to hide from anyone.

I didn't care if they saw me.

couldn't sit there and let them stare at me.

I .just.

So I walked out of town, the

town being all lit .orange with the rising sun."

He leaned back against a

post, his hands still in his pockets, and looked down the street at the
dark line of trees all melting together as night fell.

''All dark green

leaves and the orange of the sun . . . green and orange
jerk he moved forward from the post.

11

II

With a

And I could just hear what my bra-

there must · have said \vhen he showed up the next day.

I could just hear

him saying, 'Mother, I'm sure Craig had other reasons too.

Craig would
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want to see me.

We were always pretty close.'

crushed his head in my hands that day. 11
across to the church.

So close I could have

Craig paused, and looked again

"But I left town; I left a town that looked like

it was burning up in orange, the light looking like it was coming up from
the ground, like the streets were water and the little shadows rippled
down along the green leaves of the trees and the houses like the reflection
of waves.

And I

re~ember turnin~

back for one last look before I went

down the bypass around the slide, and I waved goodbye to the town,n
pausing again, aburning up behind me in orange and green
Nothio.g moved.

,,

Craig stood in the street with his back t .o the store.

The old man and his rocker were silent.

There were only a cloud of mos-

quitoes around the gutter of the porch roof and the soft tinkling sounds
that drifted dmm to the store from the houses along the street, the daylight having all but vanished and the gaslamps beginning to twinkle under
the heavy trees lining the street.

Craig turned and began his walk back

to the porch.
"So I took the train," Craig's voice softer than it ever was, "to
Philadelphia and I tried to join the army but they wouldn't take me.

They

said it was my back and my feet but I didn't really want to be in the
army.

It just felt like the only ·place I could go."

soft to himself now.

He was talking so

"And then I went to work for the optical company."

He slid back down onto his chair.
"You know," Craig raised his voice trying now to be friendly.

"I

signed up with one of those companies going to South America to work with
rubber."

Craig smiled.

rest on his chest.

The old man wasn't looking, but letting his chin

Craig went on talking, talking and staring at the

.

.
.'
mosquitoes as he spoke.

? , ••

'•'
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~

"Can you imagine me down in South America.

But

I knew I wouldn't like it, what with all that jungle and the snakes .

!I

and Craig looked back up to see Parsons getting up as Craig was still
speaking and without a word walking to the end of the porch, taking the
end step real slow and disappearing around the corner.

"Well, good-

night," Craig called after him but there vras no answer.
"Maybe I should go see my moth~r, 11 he said out

Craig smiled again.
loud.

A moment later the front door of the store shut behind him and

the bolts inside were drawn across.
It was completely dark now.

Down the street Craig could hear a

chained dog barking away real faint.

11

Guess I could go to the inn and

get a room," he said.
He got up slowly from the chair, then picked up the valise that had
been beside where he sat and shifted the handle around in his hand by
jerking it up and down.

11

It was a long ride and I guess I'm tired,"

looking around as he spoke to see if he forgot anything.

Then he walked

off the porch and headed toward the gas lamps of Hain Street.
for a moment and walked over to the ruins of the church.

He paused

He bent down

and picked something up out of the edge of the pile, turned it over once
or twice in his hand and then with an awkward throw of his left arm he
tossed it out to the deep pit of what had been the church's foundation.
He looked back behind him at the store all closed up, and then away from the
town, and finally back at the town itself and headed down the street,
disappearing into the shadows on the sidewalk under the trees .

.
•
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Steve Sibbers

"

"They took it out . .

Thev took it out tvro days ago.

B·r

11

theY ~

1

I r;uess I actually mean

only Dr. Ellery, he did it along '>lith a few nurses, but you probably
know

hO'tT

those operations work.

I didn't miss it for aw·hile, I ssuess

that's because I figured everybody had one and it wasn't that special.
I thought something was wrong with mine, they didn't tell me that they
were taking it out only because I had the only one.
fully hollow now.

My

head feels aw-

It used to sort of float around in there.

it was making me happy, I never knew it.

I guess

I know it now because I haven't

been happy since they took it out, Dr. Ellery and those nurses.
Dr. Ellery put it in a jar and showed it to me.
it.
felt?

I didn't recognize

I mean, how do you recognize a feeling you've never seen, only
Figures, doesn't it?

It was alot like a Christmas tree ornament.

It was blue with sparkles and it looked like it would break real easy.
It was in the jar, but it wasn't just sitting there.
the air and turned around real slowly.

It sorta stayed in

Dr. Ellery moved the .jar and the

thing just stayed in the middle, didn't bump against the sides or anything, sorta like it had a mind of its own.

It was only if you moved

the jar real fast that the thing might get fooled and hit the glass.

It

was kinda like that when it was in my head, like if I moved too fast I
could feel the ball, but I never knew it was a ball, sorta bumn against
the side o.r my head and bounce back into the middle.
32

I never knew that
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it was always turning around.

I guess it had to be.

Like I say, I

figured everybody had one so I never thought about it.

Until they took

it out.
Dr. Ellery says the operation was kind of strange.

He just made

one little cut in my head and the ball just floated on out!

1'lhat I

don't understand is 1-1hy they had to shave my head for that!

Anyway, the

thing just comes floating out and it floats all the way to the ceiling.
I guess Dr. Ellery was too surprised to grab it while it was in reach.
They had to have a ,janitor bring in a ladder and Dr. Ellery climbed up
and got the thing down.

Its pretty funny 1-lhen you think about it,

isn't it?
I really vrish it was back in my head.
day.

It didn't work.

I tried to put i t back yester-

I had to go to Dr. Ellery's office for a "uost-op."

You know you'd think he'd come to Me considering I had brain surgery only
two days ago!

Anyway, so I go into his office and there is my ball sitting

on his desk in the jar.

Just sitting in there turning around and around.

Dr. Ellery left for a minute so I swallowed my ball.
I put it in my mouth and swallowed it right there!

I'm not kidding,
It vrent dmm real

easy, like it vranted to be back in me as much as I wanted it there.

It

got down inside my stomach and I could feel it turning, but I didn't feel
any better.

I figured it would get to my head eventually and then I

would feel better.
coming up.

Well, the doctor came in and I felt the ball start

I figured it was heading back to my head and that made me

happy but when I smiled the ball floated out of my mouth and just sat
there in the air, turning around and around.

Dr. Ellery saw it and put

it back in the jar and he didn't say anything except what good is an
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operation if you try to put back what they take out.?

I told him that I

didn't know but I didn't ask him if I could keep my ball.
late now, do you think?

I bet its too
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Thursday (A day for a writer)
II

Limp body
fingers
at typewriter
trying to
feel
lost
and
secure
in words
that spill
and shatter
on fragments of paper
Douglas

s.

Mikula

..
Paul Decker

The Alternative

He stood outside the house Rnd looked up to the opened window.
kne'ir it was the bedroom.

He

He had stood outside patiently waiting and. had

watched the bedroom light flash :)n for a few minutes and then off.
grabbed a hold of the drainpipe and pulled hhn,self up

slowly~

very

He
slo~.rJ.y.

He was annoyed at the amount of noise he was making but he really wasn't
making very much.
foot to the ledge .

He climbed up to alongside .t he window and lifted his
He swung himself over so that he came to stoop on th.;

window pane and just in time, too.

His fingers ached from gripping the

gutter and he thought he surely uould have lost his hold if he wo'..lld've had
to hang on for just a moment
room "'tras dark and quiet ,

lon~er.

He crawled inside the ·d ndo-w.

He moved slowly through the room shuffling his

feet so that he wouldn't trip over anything.
into

~

'l'he

Despite his carr-: he bunrped

ch•:tir and he froze staring at the bed straining to see if she moved.

He thought to 'lir;iself how she must be a deep sleeper and how

luck~r

he was.

Just the same he stood frozen in the middle of the room untiJ_ his eves
grev< accustomed to the darlt.

Then he could see her

long hair spread out over the pillow.

lyin~S

in the bed, her

The satin sheet was folded neatly

over her chest and revealed her bare arms and shoulders smooth and a"!)nealin():.
He could sec the swelling forM of her breasts beneath the sheet and his
eyes follovred her gently curving covered figure from her waist to her hips
to her lee;Fl.

Then he shook himself from out of his reverie and reminded
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himself that this wasn't what he was here for.
racke,t that he wanted.
tennis at the club.

Rather it was the tennis

He had watched her the last couple of . weeks playing

He did not stand out for all his intense watching

for he was not the only one who was so absorbed in watching her.
a famous tennis pro and was by far the most comely on the circuit.
never lacked an audience when she playeE.J, :a

mate~~ .

She was
She

Tlle- -men-:r- her audience

was usually predominantly male, were always entranced with her warm easy
smile and the way she shook her pig tails back before her each and
serve.

ever~t

Even he had to admit to himself that this was what originally at-

tracted him, her beauty, her distant unapproachable beauty.

But he soon

realised . that something else was drawing him and he became aware that his
attention had become focused on her racket.

No ordinary tennis racket,

this racket was a Wilson MX 75, the tennis pro's choice.

A lovely light

instrument of magnesium, this racket. was strung for over sixty nounds and
was aerodynamically designed for minimal ai.r resistance when swinP-;ing
and serving.

He had watched her play game match set, time after time win-

ning, and he knew he could win too if only he had a racket like that.

His

obsession would have come to a simple quick end if only he could have gone
to the club pro shop and put in an order for his own Wilson MX 75 but he
was only a part time ball boy ·and he-- could ~ nevar. afford . the $175 for such
a racket.

So he waited and plotted and planned and now found himself in

.the ridiculous situation of standing frozen in the bedroom of this young
beautiful internationally acclaimed and worshipped tennis pro.
Downs.t airs, that was vhere he knew she kept the racket.
to go downstairs.
~·o om a.nd

out: tho

He would have

So slowly he carefully veaved his way through the bed-half'

opened

bedroom (loor

j

nt;u the hal l1vay.

He walked to
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the rail and looked down into the expansive lobby of her home.

He moved

along the rail until he came to the carpeted stairs and he walked down
them slowly, carefully making sure that he didn't cause a creak.
walked to the center of the room and stood there.

He

Moonlight shown through

the front windows and dimly illuminated the glass cabinets against the back
wall of the room.

He walked toward them and examined the trophies of

beautiful golden girls frozen forever in m.idswing.

He looked over the

cases and cases filled with such trophies and awards and pictures of her
and other tennis pro's.
racket.
Classic.

Then he came to the case which contained the

The racket that won at 1vimbleton, Forest Hills, and the Majorca
It had its own place of honor among all the trophies and awards.

He lifted the top of the glass case and tenderly took the racket out.
unscre1ved the press and pulled the racket from out of its cover.
held it in both of his hands and admired its sleek form.

Then he

Feeling more

sure of himself he swung it through the still cool air of the lobby.
marveled at its lightness.

He

He

He laughed to himse.lf and felt that it was

so easy, so ridiculously easy.

He walked casually toward the front door.

Then he became aware ot a ' strange bothersome .feeling..
by the feeling tl1at someone: was watching . him.

He was overwhelmed

.He abruptly ,stopped in the

middle of the lobby, turned and looked up the stairs. ·: S,h e vas there, dark
and shadowy leaning ·against the rail watching him.
stairs and swiftly came down them.
moved toward him slowly.
the racket.

She; moved toward the

She hesitated at the last stair, then

He stood there unafraid, his pands firmly around

As long as he possessed the racket nothing could scare him.

He watched as she approached him.
looked straight inro his eyes.

She stopped a yard away from him and

"I know you," she

said~

He returned her
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gaze and beneath her long lashes he could see her eyes were soft blue.
The moonlight played 'on her blond hair which hung loosely down on her
shoulders and her face was illuminated so he could make out her flawless
gentle features.

"From the club," she continued.

He nodded and they

both stood there for a long while in the cold moonlight.
come in through the window.,.'' she

sa-id.~-

"I saw you

!I'he C·OFBers---of her · mololth lift-ed

a bit into a slightly teasing smile, "I was awake."
and pulled untied her robe and it fell open.

She reached down

She was naked and her

breasts pushed out through her robe, her nipples brushing along the edge
of the crushed velvet fabric.

"1>lhy did you leave?

raid," she stepped· forward toward him.
grasped the racket tightly in his hands.
her head in bewilderment.
in his hands.

You nee:ln't be af-

He stepped backward quickly and
She was surprised and shook

Then she looked down and saw the tennis racket

She smiled widely, "Why what are you doing with that?"

looked down at the racket and nervously turned it in his hands.
didn't know what to say.

She held out her arms to him.

lifting the racket and striking her in the head.

He

He

He considered

After all, he thought

that now that he had the precious racket in his possession she was the
only thing standing between him and success.
his one hand.

He was sure.

He hefted the racket with

It WOtlld ·be such an -easy thing tG swing that

ultralight but solid racket against her head.

He looked up at her again

and looked at the side of her head where the racket would make its impact and thought how it would look crushed and her pretty blond hair
bloodied.

He thought how she would look the next day cold and crumpled

up on the floor.

Then he looked again at her partially exposed body.

was so warm and soft

~nd

inviting.

He looked at her head and face, her

It

i•,
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nose upturned slightly, her eyes that soft blur.
a little.

She leaned toward him

He raised the racket with his one arm and held it before him.

He swallowed so hard his adams apple bobbed up and down and he cleared
his throat, '.'Mind if I borrow your tennis racket for tomorrow?"
again.
tilted her head down to one side and smiled
.,.
sparkled.

"No.

No, not at all," she said.

She

Her soft blue eyes

Then she looked down at the

floor and said sh_vly, "But only if we have a date to play tennis this
weekend."

He smiled for the first time and brushed the sweat from his

brow, "Sure, tennis it is.
her head.

How about Saturday afternoon?"

She nodded

"I'll return it by tomorro-vr morning . • . early," he said.

smiled her wide friendly smile and wrapped her robe back around her.

She
They

stood smiling at each other for a little while longer then she saw him to
the door.

"Saturday afternoon," she reminded him and she kissed him

demurely on the cheek.
steps.

"I won't forget," he said as he skipped down the

She stood at the door and waved goodbye as he disappeared into the

night with the tennis racket,
never to return.
'
.

Rhonda Adamo

Abandoned

Edward locked the door to his grocery store and paused in front of it,
the key still pinched between his fingers.

His figure was illuminated in

the red light flashing from the Budweiser sign inside the store window,
but even in the neon flashes, one could not distinguish Edward's slim,
tall body under the plain, heavy coat that hung on him.

In the stinging

cold, puffs of breath rose rhythmically from Edward's nose, causing his
nostrils to flare, and leaving traces of ice on his gray moustache.

He

inhaled one long breath and let it escape slowly, put the key in his coat
pocket and turned away from the store.
It was past 11:00 now, but he walked the two blocks to his home more
slowly tonight, past the houses whose front · windows showed blue TV light,
and he .imagined the families inside the houses, warm and together.
had never vTOndered about the people inside before.

He

He had always just

walked straight home after sweeping the store floor and filling the coffeepot in the back room for the morning.

Tonight though, he had not awept

the floor, he hadn't thought of the coffee-pot.

,Mr. Lavencio," one of his lady customers had said as he waited on
her today, "you seem not yourself.

Where is all.the talk about today's

find pastries, and where are the promises for tomorrow's cheese?"
Edward had only smiled a tight, straight smilP at his customer and
placed an extra sa11sage i_n her package.
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If you reminded him ndw that the early morning would bring the Sunday
bread man standing outside the store, waiting to be let in with his delivery, he would not have listened, and for the first time, if you told him
that tomorrow's clear weather would bring

~any

customers into his store

for groceries, he would not have grown anxious.

Instead, he wondered

about the families in the houses that stood back from him as he walked
in the powdery snow that built up on the toes of his black shoes and stuck
there, silent.
As he finally neared his home, it stood in darkness before him.

He

was aware that the porch light was not on as it had always been before.
He realized that he had never thanked his family for that, for something
so small as having a porch light waiting for him.

He wished he could

thank them now.
Edward unlocked the door to the house and stepped inside the halhray
to be captured by its incredible stillness.

He stamped the snow from his

shoes and then was sorry for the noise his feet had made.
known the house to be so still.

Never had he

But how could one hear sounds of life in

a house that no longer had life in it?

He unbuttoned the round, plastic

buttons on his heavy coat and one fell loose from the threads that had
held it, hitting the square-patterned linoleum floor, and clattering
against it.
Edward remembered having been alone in the house only one other time
when his wife and three children had trave.ied to Ohio for his >fife's sister's
funeral.

But when he had come back at night from the store, the house had

not been this sti11, this empty.
did now.

Sounds hadn't echoed back at him as they

He had not felt alone in the temporary awaiting of their return.

He hung his coat in the hall closet.

Except for a musty-smelling

raincoat and a pair of rubbers, the closet was bare.

He went to the kit-

chen and for the first time since he had left the store, switched on a
light.

Immediately, he noticed the things that were missing:

the daisy-

flowered center-piece on the kitchen table, all but one of the iron skillets that had hung on a rack by the sink, the

that had

rooster-magnet~

clung scribbled notes and grocery lists to the refrigerator door, the dog's
dish in the far corner of the room, the coffee and flour containers.

He

closed his eyes, opened them, moved to the light switch and flicked it
off again.
Ed~orard

He could not bear it.
suddenly became aware of his fatigue, and was relieved with the

thought of sleep.

If he could sleep, he would not have to remember.

He

climbed the stairs and without going into the bathroom first, so that he
could avoid its nakedness, he went straight into
on the double-bed, and removed all his clothing.
dresser for his

paj~mas.

11

theira bedroom, sat down
He did not reach into the

The fear of finding nothing there inhibited him.

He felt the difference in the cushioning of the bed as he sat.

His wife

had taken the thick quilt, too, left him only with a set of sheets and a
blanket he discovered as he climbed between them.
Edward lay in the bed unable to move.
sense the space, the vastness of the room.
his own bed.

Perhaps he wasn't.

With his eyes closed, he could
He felt as if he were not in

Perhaps he had made a mistake.

Perhaps

he had been so tired he had come into the wrong house, and his wife and
f~mily

were waiting for him at home.

Thoughts were spinning in his mind

as he tried to sleep.
He thought he heard his little girl crying and jumped from the bed,
rnn:n i

ng

na."!<"eil

t-.hrough the lm.llva.y

to her onr.t?-p:i nk bedroom.

But all that
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was there was the stripped mattress lying on the bedframe in the middle of
the room.
Desperately, he turned from the room and stepped back into the hallway.

He stood at the top of the staircase now, looking down, he 1.ratched

it descend into darkness.
of the hallway.

He focused next on his bedroom door at the end

Again he gazed down the staircase and once more, undecided.ly

towards his bedroom.

He could almost hear the stillness now, it rustled

past his ears as he turned his head in each direction.

And then he moved,

down the stairs to the hallway closet where he had hung his coat.
it over his naked body and slipped the rubbers onto his feet.

He pulled

He fled from

the house like this, with the snow melting at the touch of warmth from his
bare legs that extended from under the coat.

He walked briskly through the

night-black streets which hovered in blurry, early-morning, gray fog that
hid the other houses from Edward's sight.
He reached his store and entered it.

It stood in red neon light,

illuminating the familiar groceries on the shelves.
cheeses and pastries greeted Edward.

The smell of the

He went to the back room and found

that the coffee was hot and waiting for him.

He lay down on the worn,

faded sofa and pulled the heavy coat over his naked body.

Exhaustion came

over him, and he fell asleep in the intimacy of his grocery store.

,. ..
~
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"Every cripple walks his own ¥rav on
Irish folk saying

"

o

o

•

and we are all here together. 11
Dave Kelly
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